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THE BIRTH OF POETRY FROM THE SPIRIT OF 
CRITICISM: IVANOV ON SKRJABIN 

MARINA KOSTALEVSKY 

If you lived in Russia at the time Andrej Belyj defined as “between two 
revolutions”, and if you could easily tell who wrote The Three Conversations 
and who was the author of Also sprach Zarathustra, the name of Aleksandr 
Skrjabin would most likely occupy a very special place in your “list of 
reverences”. “ My god came back from Switzerland,” announced young Pas- 
ternak upon learning about Skrjabin’s return from Europe. In the same spirit 
of worship, Vasilij Safonov - one of the most respected musicians of the 
time and, incidentally, a deeply religious man - solemnly proclaimed to the 
orchestra as he held up the score at the beginning of the rehearsal of Skrja- 
bin’s First Symphony: “Here is the new bible” (“Vat novaja biblija”).’ The 
spell which Skrjabin cast on his admirers was created by two elements: his 
music and his aesthetics. Admittedly, while in music Skrjabin was the su- 
preme professional, in philosophy he was an educated dilettante. Nonetheless 
all attempts to separate his music from his philosophical ideas simply fail. 

“Music lives through thought,” Skrjabin used to say. “My ideas con- 
stitute my design and they go into my music just as sounds do” (“Muzyka 
Ziva mysl’ju”. “Eti idei - moj zamysel i oni vchodjat v socinenie tak Ze, kak 
zvuki”)? 

“It is difficult to name any other composer,” writes the Skrjabin scholar 
Del’son, “who strives with such determination to resolve philosophical, aes- 
thetic, and even questions of logic by the specific means of symphonic music 
[...I the intellectual character of Skrjabin’s music must be considered deeply 
organic to his creative method” (“Trudno nazvat’ kakogo-libo drugogo kom- 
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pozitora, kotoryj s takoj opredelennost’ju stremilsja by reSat’ filosofsko- 
CstetiEeskie, poroj daie Eisto 1ogiEeskie problemy specifiEeskimi sredstvami 
simfonizma [...I intellektual’noe naEalo skrjabinskogo simfonizma doEno 
rassmatrivat’sja kak gluboko organiEnoe dlja ego tvorceskogo metoda”).4 

It might be said that Skrjabin was the only musician who consciously 
grounded artistic imagery in philosophical concepts. In other words, he not 
merely exploited philosophical ideas as, for example, did Wagner, but even 
attempted to solve philosophical problems with music as his medium since 
he was convinced that music can express ideas. 

Skrjabin’s interest in philosophy, it would appear, began at an early 
age. At sixteen he wrote some notes from which it is clear that he was, for 
the most part, interested in matters of ethics and regarded faith in Christ as a 
necessary condition for morality. These notes are all the more interesting, as 
they demonstrate the initial Christological emphasis in Skrjabin’s world 
view, one that would subsequently weaken, but which would gain strength 
again in his final years (without doubt under VjaEeslav Ivanov’s influence). 
Of the philosophers, Skrjabin was particularly interested in Schelling, Kant, 
Fichte, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. 

At the very beginning of the 19OOs, Skrjabin became friends with the 
philosopher Sergej Trubeckoj - a passionate admirer of his music. Trubeckoj 
belonged to a circle of friends and devotees of the recently deceased Vladi- 
mir Solov’ev. At Trubeckoj’s invitation, Skrjabin conscientiously attended 
meetings of the Moscow Religious-Philosophical society. 

What were the philosophical foundations of a man who was called by 
his good acquaintance, the Marxist theorist Plechanov, an “incorrigible 
mystic” (“mistik neispravimyj”)? Skrjabin believed that humankind must 
attain the crown of its existence through the conquest of matter by art, in so 
far as the artistic, creative act constitutes the only means to save and trans- 
figure the world. This act liberates the soul from sensuality and leads it - 
through victory over sensuality - to complete dematerialization. Skrjabin felt 
that he was predestined to perform this creative act. This act he called the 
Mysterium (“Misterija”); it was to lead to the fusion of all humankind in 
ecstasy and to the transformation of the world. Skrjabin viewed the project of 
the Mysterium as his “doctrine”, his “philosophy”, his “principal task” (“uce- 
nie”, “filosofija”, “bol’Saja, glavnaja rabota”).6 

No wonder Skrjabin became closely involved with the Symbolists. 
“Skrjabin,” writes Sabaneev, “to put it briefly, was none other than a sym- 
bolist in music, and all those premises which are now considered as traditio- 
nal regarding Symbolists in poetry and literature are completely and even 
more categorically applicable to him” (“Skrjabin, vyrafajas’ kratko, by1 ni- 
Eem inym, kak simvolistom v muzyke i vse te predposylki, kotorye nyne 
stali tradicionnymi po otnoSeniju k simvolistam poezii i literatury, celikom i 
daze v eSEe bolee kategoriEeskoj forme prilotimy k nemu”).7 The first 
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documented evidence of Skrjabin’s association with the movement is a 1906 
letter to Emil Medtner, the musical editor of the Symbolist journal Zolotoe 
rune, in answer to an invitation to collaborate with the magazine. In 1909, 
during his stay in St. Petersburg in connection with the premiere of his Poem 
of Ecstasy (P&ma Pkstaza), Skrjabin became acquainted with VjaLSeslav Iva- 
nov. Soon after Skrjabin said to Sabaneev about Ivanov: “He is close to me 
and to my thoughts as is no one else” (“On tak blizok mne i moim mysljam, 
kak nikto”).8 The attraction was mutual. As Ivanov recalled later, “my friend- 
ship with Skrjabin during the final two years of his life was a profoundly 
significant and luminous event along the passages of my spirit.“g The 
profound significance of their relationship was directly reflected in VjaEeslav 
Ivanov’s philosophical and spiritual influence upon Skrjabin. “From the time 
when VjaEeslav Ivanov appeared on Skrjabin’s horizon, something began to 
change rapidly in the latter’s conception” (“So vremeni pojavlenija V. Iva- 
nova na skrjabinskom gorizonte, &o-to stalo bystro menjat’sja v ego kon- 
cepcii”), reports Sabaneev.” Indeed, as Malcolm Brown demonstrated in his 
comparative analysis of Ivanov’s and Skrjabin’s pronouncements, the final 
version of the Mysterium acquired a special lucidity and moved in a different 
direction. 

It was Skrjabin’s notion of the role played by the artist-creator of the 
Mysterium, that is to say, by himself, that underwent a fundamental change. 
Earlier, during the composition of Prometheus (Promete]], he wrote: 

I am God! 
I am nothing, I am play, I am freedom, I am life, 
I am the limit, I am the summit, 
I am God. 

(“Ja bog! / Ja niEto, ja igra, ja svoboda, ja Zizn’, / Ja predel, ja verSina, / Ja 
bog.“)” However, after he met Ivanov the idea of sobornost’ pervaded his 
descriptions of the Mysterium. “There will be no question of the individual in 
the Mysterium. It will be collective [sobornyj] creation, a collective act. It 
will be one all-embracing, multi-faceted individuality, like the sun refracted 
in a thousand drops of water.“‘* 

After the composer’s death Ivanov was among the founders of the 
Skrjabin society and took active part in many endeavors to commemorate his 
name.” In subsequent years, Ivanov wrote over a dozen articles, speeches 
and notes on Skrjabin.14 In addition, Ivanov dedicated nine poems to Skrja- 
bin, several of which form parts of the articles. It has been said that Vja- 
Eeslav Ivanov should be considered among the first scholars of Skrjabin and 
his most active propagandists.” 

In the introduction to his collection of articles on Skrjabin Ivanov 
wrote: “Three speeches on Skrjabin, interwoven with verse dedicated to his 
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memory, comprise this belated book. The last of these speeches has already 
been published in my collection of articles ‘Matters Native and Universal’. 
The first two were intended for a Skrjabin collection. It was not fated to be 
[...I Now the Skrjabin Society has ceased to exist. It was there that I, one of 
its founding members, delivered my speeches in the years 1915, 1916, 1917” 
(“Tri Etenija o Skrjabine s votkannymi v nich stichami, posvjaSEennymi ego 
pamjati, sostavljajut soderEanie zapozdaloj knigi. Poslednee iz etich etenij 
uZe napeEatano v moem sobranii statej ‘Rodnoe i vselenskoe’. Pervye dva 
prednaznacalis’ dlja Skrjabinovskogo sbornika. Emu ne suideno bylo osu- 
SEestvit’sja [...I Rassejalos’ i pervoe Skrjabinskoe obSEestvo, v srede kotoro- 
go ja, odin iz ego ucreditelej, proiznosil svoi reEi v 1915, 1916, i 1917 go- 
dach”).16 The three speeches Vjaceslav Ivanov had in mind and prepared for 
publication were respectively ‘Skrjabin’s View of Art’ (‘Vzgljad Skrjabina 
na iskusstvo’), ‘Skrjabin as the National Composer’ (‘Skrjabin kak nacio- 
nal’nyj kompozitor’), and ‘Skrjabin and the Spirit of Revolution’ (‘Skrjabin i 
duch revoljucii’). 

All three works are divided into sub-sections. These sections are linked 
in an unusual way: there are several cases when a section starts with the 
verse line from a poem found in the previous section. This results in the 
effect of sequence not unlike the one inherent in the construction of a corona 
of sonnets, a poetic genre favored by the Symbolists. This principle of se- 
quence has prompted me to construct the rest of my article in the same 
fashion. I will proceed to discuss Ivanov on Skrjabin in a comparative mode 
matched to earlier literary and philosophical models, namely, Solov’ev on 
Dostoevskij, Dostoevskij on PuSkin, PuSkin on Mozart and Salieri. 

Solov’ev on Dostoevskij 

Ivanov’s ‘Three Speeches on Skrjabin’ intersect in a number of ways with 
‘Three Speeches in Memory of Dostoevskij’ by Vladimir Solov’ev. Both 
triptychs were written in comparable circumstances, in comparable span of 
time, and with comparable purpose. In each case the speeches were com- 
posed for public performance in the course of three consecutive years after 
the death of a prominent artist and personal friend. Both Ivanov and Solov’ev 
consciously shunned formal analysis of their subject’s work, concentrating 
on its philosophical evaluation and on the mission of art as such. In each 
case, the author recounts the details of the unfulfilled creative plans of the 
deceased artist. Solov’ev speaks of the main idea that Dostoevskij had for a 
cycle of novels to follow The Brothers Karamazov; Ivanov elucidates many 
aspects of Skrjabin’s planned Mysterium. The important matter, however, is 
not the formal similarities between the two triptychs, but their profound 
“elective affinities”. Vladimir Solov’ev had more than a few followers and 
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disciples, but perhaps none of them synthesized his ideas so ingeniously and 
creatively as VjaCeslav Ivanov. 

Speeches about Dostoevskij assume a special place in Solov’ev’s lega- 
cy: they rank first among his critical and aesthetic works. Of course, his aes- 
thetic conception began to take shape much earlier, and by the 1880s the 
philosopher’s fundamental ideas had already been conceived and formulated. 
But in three speeches on Dostoevskij Solov’ev’s ideas about art and about 
the role of the artist are argued not only in general terms but with reference to 
a concrete artist - Dostoevskij. 

At the beginning of the triptych, in a brief discussion of the religious 
role of art as it took form in history Solov’ev writes, “poets were prophets 
and priests, the religious idea was master of poetry, art served the gods. Then 
as life grew more complicated and a civilization founded on the division of 
labor appeared, art, like the rest of human affairs, stood apart and separated 
itself from religion [...I Priests of pure art appeared, for whom the perfection 
of artistic form became the main thing, apart from any religious content [...I 
The heyday of new European art came to an end before our very eyes [...I 
Artists today are unable and unwilling to serve pure art, to produce perfect 
forms; they are searching for content” (“[...I poety byli prorokami i grecami, 
religioznaja ideja vladela poeziej, iskusstvo slutilo bogam. Potom, s 
usloEneniem Zzni, kogda javilas’ civilizacija, osnovannaja na razdelenii tru- 
da, iskusstvo, kak i drugie EeloveEeskie delanija, obosobilos’ i otdelilos’ ot 
religii [...I Javilis’ Brecy Eistogo iskusstva, dlja kotorych soverSenstvo chudo- 
Zestvennoj formy stalo glavnym delom, pomimo vsjakogo religioznogo so- 
derganija [...I Na naSich glazach konEilsja rascvet novo-evropejskogo chudo- 
Zestva [...I TepereSnie chudoZniki ne mogut i ne chotjat sluZit’ Eistoj krasote, 
proizvodit’ sovergennye formy; oni iSEut soder8anija”)” According to Solo- 
v’ev, their search must lead them to aesthetic and religious synthesis, to new 
art. And it is Dostoevskij, in the eyes of Solov’ev, who is the forerunner of 
such art. 

In the article ‘Skrjabin’s View of Art’, Ivanov, elaborating upon the 
composer’s concept of art, elaborates upon Solov’ev’s cultural-historical ana- 
lysis of the evolution of art as well. He brings to light not only the phases in 
the process of the separation of art from religion, but describes the structure 
of their ancient unity. Similar to Solov’ev, Ivanov sees in ancient art an im- 
perfect model for the future synthesis of art and religion. But Ivanov pro- 
ceeds beyond this thesis by projecting the forms of a new art, forms that 
should blend into one synthetic creation. 

It is well known that Solov’ev’s aesthetic ideas became the cornerstone 
of Ivanov’s theory of Symbolism. In his articles on Skrjabin, the basic So- 
lovievian conceptions defining the art of the future stand as the aspirations 
not only for the article’s author, Ivanov, but also for the article’s subject, 
Skrjabin. Solov’ev’s vision of a new aesthetic which interprets beauty as the 
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“transfiguration of the material through the embodiment in it of some other, 
higher-than-material principle” (“preobratenie materii Erez voploSEenie v nej 
drugogo, sverchmaterial’nogo naEala”)” and his vision of new art as “a real 
force which must illuminate and regenerate the entire human world” 
(“real’naja sila, prosvetljajuSEaja i pereroBdajuSEaja ves’ EeloveEeskij mir”)” 
- all this became a credo for Ivanov and Skrjabin. If Solov’ev called Dosto- 
evskij the forerunner of the new art, Skrjabin saw himself as destined for the 
role of its creator. This was also how Ivanov saw him. 

In ‘Skrjabin’s View of Art’, Ivanov wrote: “Skrjabin had a particular 
presentiment of himself as providentially marked and, as it were, spiritually 
anointed for a great, universal task. Such a presentiment, or, I would say, 
such magnetism of his deep will essentially cannot deceive its bearer [...I 
This secret voice, this inner experience was, of course, neither a proud fiction 
nor, all the more, deception [...I In the words of Schopenhauer, ‘a tall man 
cannot help but know that he is above others’: Skrjabin’s self-awareness was 
just as spontaneous as this” (“Sebja samogo Skrjabin predEuvstvova1 oso- 
benno, providencial’no otmeEennym i kak by duchovno pomazannym na ve- 
likoe vsemimoe delo. Takoe predfuvstvie, - ja by skazal: takaja magnitnost’ 
glubinnoj voli, - po suSEestvu ne obmanyvaet svoego nositelja [...I Gtot taj- 
nyj golos, Ctot vnutrennij opyt ne byl, koneEno, ni samoljubivym vymyslom, 
ni - tern menee - umyslom [...I PO slovam Sopengauera ‘Eelovek bol’Sogo 
rosta ne mozet ne znat’, i-to on vySe drugich: tak ie neposredstvenno bylo i 
samosoznanie Skrjabina”).aD 

Dostoe vskij on PuSkin 

Ivanov’s second article, unpublished during his lifetime, was to be entitled 
either ‘Skrjabin as a National Composer’ or ‘The National and the Universal 
in Skrjabin’s Work’. As the titles suggest, Ivanov addressed a problem that 
remains a subject of controversy among Skrjabin scholars. 

The supporters of the “national” principle in Skrjabin’s music look for 
similarities of his melody in Cajkovskij, or, in the spirit of Panslavism, in 
Chopin, with whom the early Skrjabin has, indeed, much in common. Their 
opponents emphasize the complicated harmonies in the late Skrjabin, invok- 
ing the name of Wagner and quoting Rachmaninov’s description of Skrjabin 
as a “wholly non-Russian composer” (“sovsem ne russkogo”) standing in “no 
man’s land” (“stojaSEego na niE’ej zemle”).” This controversy remains 
meaningless unless one defines the notion of the “national”. Skrjabin himself 
fully understood the importance of the “national question” in art but was in- 
dignant at over-simplifications of the idea: “Is it true that, if I do not write 
variations on Russian themes, I am not a Russian composer?’ 
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To resolve this quandary, VjaZeslav Ivanov starts with defining the in- 
tellectual perspective from which one should examine the notion of nationa- 
lity. “In our days,” he writes, “the essence of nationality has become a matter 
of philosophical conceptualization, - this after many centuries when it suffic- 
ed as a given in terms of its externally manifested existence” (“V naSi dni 
suSEestvo nacional’nosti delaetsja problemoju filosofskogo osoznanija, posle 
togo, kak dolgie veka dovol’stvovalis’ naliEnost’ju ee vneSne vyjavlennogo 
bytija”).” In his subsequent discussion of the correlation between the natio- 
nal and the universal as the correlation of the particular with the whole, Iva- 
nov argues that individual creativity also acquires universal meaning only 
through the realization of its nationality. At the same time, the national ele- 
ment in music (and, by implication, in other spheres of art) as displayed in 
the form of folkloric motifs does not express the essence of a nation but 
merely conveys its outer appearance. This is why German music, which 
Ivanov employs as a natural example of the highest achievements in the past, 
attained greatness: because “it was not concerned with the preservation of its 
national soul, but sought to actualize music in general as the all-human 
universal language” (“ona [nemeckaja muzyka] ne zabotilas’ o sochranenii 
nacional’noj duSi svoej, no iskala osuSEestvit’ muzyku voobSEe, kak vsemir- 
nyj, vseEeloveEeskij jazyk”).Z3 Ivanov believes, however, that German music 
exhausted itself with the arrival of the crisis of humanism; now the time had 
come for what he called “the historical impact of a different Weltanschau- 
ung”. Skrjabin, in Ivanov’s view, is precisely a representative of this “differ- 
ent Welfanschauung”. “ Skrjabin has been guided,” he writes, “by his great 
Geist which led him away from the personal and the particular to the divine 
expanses of universal being” (“Ego [Skrjabina] voidem by1 ego velikij duch, 
uvodivSij ego ot tastnogo i 1iEnogo v bozestvennye prostory vselenskogo 
bytija”).% 

Thus the flow of Ivanov’s argument re-affirms his initial premise: the 
national and the universal correlate as the particular and the whole. Conse- 
quently, the global task Skrjabin was destined to fulfill is coincident with the 
national task: “Skrjabin’s aspirations represent the moment of universal self- 
determination on the part of the national Russian soul.” And Ivanov conludes 
that “in his understanding of the artist’s responsibility, in the fervent zeal of 
his religious heart, in the ‘sobornyj’ inspiration of his creative work, which 
for him bordered on the sacrificial dissolution of his personal existence in 
universal and eternal being, Skrjabin was truly a Russian genius” (“Stremle- 
nija Skrjabina predstavljajut soboj moment vselenskogo samoopredelenija 
nacional’noj russkoj duSi [...I PO svoemu postizeniju otvetstvennosti chu- 
doZnika v Zizni, po istovomu goreniju svoego religioznogo serdca, po sobor- 
nomu okryleniju vsego svoego tvorEestva, kotoroe granicilo dlja nego s fert- 
vennym rastvoreniem 1iEnogo suSEestvovanija v edinom i vecnom bytii, 
Skrjabin - poistine russkij genij”).= 
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The posing of the problem in these terms and, in part, the logic of the 
argument point to a famous prototype of this article by Ivanov - name1 
stoevskij’s speech delivered during the PuSkin Celebration of 1880. z 

Do- 
For 

Dostoevskij’s contemporaries it was clear that this speech was an open pro- 
clamation of the writer’s most cherished ideals, presented in full for the first 
time, in a concise and simple general formula. According to this “formula” 
PuSkin’s genius became an incarnation of the Russian spirit precisely be- 
cause its character proves to be all-European, universal (“vsemirnyj”), and 
all-human. For Dostoevskij Russian man is the universal man (“vseEelovek”) 
by definition.n According to Dostoevskij, this faculty in PuSkin manifests 
itself in the purest form, which is why PuSkin was able to recreate the spirit 
of other nations in his works, But this faculty also might be regarded as pro- 
phetic. In Dostoevskij’s eyes PuSkin is the prophet who celebrates in his art 
the spirit of the Russian nation as ultimate manifestation of universal, Chris- 
tian all-humanity. 

The beauty of this vision conceals the paradox hidden within it. Lev 
Karsavin, noting “several incompatible ideas” in Dostoevskij’s line of rea- 
soning, comments: “Dostoevskij unwittingly identifies the universal huma- 
nity of the Russian people with their nationality, dissolving the latter in the 
former” (“Dostoevskij nevol’no otoidestvljaet ego [russkogo naroda] vseEe- 
1oveEnost’ s ego nacional’nost’ju, rastvorjaja vtoruju v pervoj”).28 

In contrast to Dostoevskij, Ivanov in his treatment of the dialectic of 
the universal and the national avoided this trap. As he emphasizes in his arti- 
cle, the role of the national element in the universal is determined not by 
national exclusivity, but by its communal (“sobornyj”) nature. This quality of 
Skrjabin’s oeuvre - “sobornost”’ - accounts for his being both a nationally 
Russian and a universal phenomenon. 

Certainly Skrjabin would favor Ivanov’s evaluation of the national in 
his music, since his own position on the question was based on the same pre- 
mises kindred in spirit to Dostoevskij’s PuSkin speech. “Russian music,” he 
said, “cannot be confined within the narrow frame of nationalism in its West 
European sense. It is national by breathing in the atmosphere of the in- 
ternational” (“Russkaja muzyka ne vmeSCaetsja v tesnych ramkach nacio- 
nahzma v zapadnoevropejskom ego ponimanii. Ona nacional’na, dySa v at- 
mosfere internacional’nogo”).29 

P&kin on Mozart and Salieri 

Among the verses “interwoven” into Ivanov’s articles on Skrjabin there is 
one deeply emotional and intimate recollection of their almost “perfect” 
friendship that was full of spiritual significance and creative expectations: 
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~Byxne-rmifi CPOK HaM 6bIn cyxb6010 !WI, 
II3axon~~I~~en4y~a~oroneK", 
&iIIOCelqaJIMO~~OM.~.&3JIalIOBTa 
3aHOBbI~rHMHBblCOKallHaI'p~a,- 
kilTOMHnTMOtiCeMe~CTBeHHbIZtKJIaBnp 
Ero IIepcTOBBOnIIIe6HbIeKaCaHbrr. 
OH3apyKyBBOJ(liJIlIOCTyIIeHSIM, 
Kax HeO(#SiTaZKpeI.(,MeHSIBCBOftMUp, 
Pa306naurur BeYHbIe CBIITbIHn 
TBO~~M~IXHM,.WCHBOTBO~ILLZIWXCJI~B... 
Anoure, ~n0~1r0t3ano~~O~b6ecene, 
B cBoeZt paboqen xpaMnne, no~ nanb~ot, 
YBepHorocToJIa,cKnTa~eM~p~TKn~ 
&i3MpaMOpaBOCTOYHOrO,-rAeHOBbIZt 
bqXmIcx~paK~O33wHc MyJbIKOti,- 
OTanHCTBaXBeII(aJIOH CAep3HOBeHbeM..? 

In an uncanny way, this echoes yet another well-known text: 

~ccsacTnnB6brn:aHa~amAanCa MnpHO 
C~~~~~py~~~,ycr~exo~,cnaBoti;Ta~me 
TpyAaMHHycrIexaMnApy3efi, 
Tosap%iIqetMOHXBHCKyCCTBeHHBHOM. 
HeT! HnKorAaa3aBHcTnHe3~an, 
Orin~orxa!-~n~KB,Kor~aI%iwn~n 
nneHEiTbyMencnyxHEIKHXnapnmiuI, 
HnxG, KOrAayCJIbILUaJIBrIepBbIfipa3 
R kl&ireHHnHaWIbHbI3ByKH 

[...I 
HeT!HeMOrynpOTnBnTbCsrRAOne 
CyrtbGeMoen:an36pan, 9~06 ero 
OCTaHOBnTb-He TO,MbI BCe norn6nn, 
MbI BCB ~peqbI,uIyxcnTennMy3bIKn.31 

The juxtaposition of Ivanov's and PuSkin’s texts, opposite in terms of their 
content and message, demonstrates, however, a striking similarity of meter, 
rhythm, style, and even vocabulary - a fact which is hardly coincidental. The 
formal reflection of PuSkin’s dramatic monologue in Ivanov’s poem is clear. 
But what is also clear, or at least, highly suggestive, is Ivanov’s reading of 
Saber-i’s perception of art’s nature. In his Mozart and Saks-i PuSkin was the 
first in Russian literature to formulate the problem of what is art. In his essay 
‘Skxjabin’s View on Art’ (as well as in the rest of the triptych) Ivanov in- 
quires into the same problem. 

The scholarly tradition in analyzing PuSkin’s tragedy had placed pri- 
marily one problem in the center of philosophical discussion: the problem of 
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“genius and villainy” (“genij i zlodejstvo”). Therefore Salieri’s aesthetic per- 
ception has been taken mainly as an explanatory reason for his ethical stand. 
Meanwhile, separately from other issues, Salieri’s “theory of art” has its own 
distinctive ontological significance and is based on ideas quite familiar to the 
chief theoretician of Russian “mystic” Symbolism. Needless to say, the affi- 
nity under consideration does not imply either moral or psychological paral- 
lelism between a fictional character - Salieri, and a real life person - Ivanov. 
The aim of my inquiry is to show that VjaCeslav Ivanov could easily perceive 
an ontological closeness between his own aesthetic theory and PuSkin’s me- 
ditation on the nature of art as presented in the tragedy, regardless through 
whose mouth. 

In Salieri’s attitude toward music one can clearly discern a mystical 
and religious element. At the very beginning of his first monologue he 
portrays his first experience of music almost as an act of initiation: “ZvuEal 
organ v starinnoj cerkvi naSej, / Ja slugal i ZasluSivalsja - slezy / Nevol’nye i 
sladkie tekli.” It is not for nothing that Ivanov, speaking about Skrjabin’s 
vision of art borrows Salieri’s words: “net bol’Se ni znakomoj grusti, ni iz- 
vedannoj preBde radosti, no celye miry unylosti i vesel’ja, i, kupajas’ v nich, 
duSa ne spraSivaet sebja, Eem ona tak sEastliva, ni o Eem pecalitsja, kogda 
tekut nevol’nye j sladkje slezy...‘“2 Salieri conceives of himself and of his 
fellow musicians as high priests of music and as its servants. This attitude is 
manifested in particular in his apprehension of Mozart as a musical pheno- 
menon. “Ty, Mocart, bog, i sam togo ne znaeS’; / Ja znaju, ja,” Salieri pro- 
claims in “fear and trembling”. In other words, he views Mozart’s genius as 
qualitatively different from the talents of all other musicians. Furthermore, in 
his opinion, Mozart’s music threatens the very existence of art, that is to say, 
the normative art that Salieri has learned and mastered. The perfection of 
Mozart’s music presents an ideal that cannot be attained either by Salieri or 
by any other artist, since none of them has the creative power of God. In the 
language of the Symbolists, Salieri apprehends Mozart as the “theurgic 
artist”. But this perception of the artist does not provoke in Salieri’s mind - 
as would happen in the Symbolist mind - any thought about the transforma- 
tion of art itself, or of the communal character of such transformation. Sa- 
lieri’s intuition of the mystical, religious nature of art engenders fear rather 
than inspiration. 

The translation of P&kin’s text into the language of Symbolist lan- 
guage extends even further the parallel between PuSkin/Salieri and Ivanov/ 
Skrjabin mythologies of art. In both cases the “theurgic artist” has to be 
sacrificed in the name of art. Salieri realizes this to the point of bringing 
death to his friend Mozart. Ivanov realizes this to the point of accepting the 
death of his friend Skrjabin. As one scholar suggests: “Seen from the point of 
view of Ivanov’s conception of Dionysos, to be anointed for a heroic task 
means to be designated as a sacrifice and destined for a tragic death. Ivanov 
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understands Skrjabin’s untimely death from blood poisoning in just this way: 
Skrjabin’s death was not absurd, but symbolic and intrinsically necessary. In 
Ivanov’s metaphorical expression, Skrjabin, by dying, becomes ‘a new fixed 
star in the heaven of our achieved glories [v nebe naSich sverSivSichsja slav 
zasvetilas’ novaja nepodvisnaja zvezda]‘.“33 

And finally, there is one more argument in favor of seeing in Ivanov’s 
article on Skrjabin a poetic reference to PuSkin’s play about Mozart and Sa- 
lieri. In his tragedy PuSkin outlined two conflicting worldviews. By holding 
Salieri responsible for villainy (“zlodejstvo”) traditional interpretations ques- 
tion his genius (“genij”) and implicitly his “theory of art”. Salieri’s “algebra” 
is opposed to Mozart’s “harmony”. In Ivanov’s eyes as well as in the eyes of 
many scholars Skrjabin was a composer who was in unique possession of 
both: a most refined and expressive musicality and an ability for rational, 
calculated design in his works. In other words, this was a composer who 
“was capable to check harmony with algebra, remaining at the same time 
antithetical to Salieri” (‘kompozitor, sumevgij ‘poverit’ algebroj garmoniju’, 
ostavajas’ pri etom tvorEeskim antipodom Sal’eri”).3” It seems to me that the 
affinity of Ivanov’s poem with Salieri’s monologue celebrates the synthesis 
of two methods in art which Ivanov found in Skrjabin. Moreover, what we 
see here is Ivanov’s indirect dialogue with PuSkin on the philosophy of art. 
This indeed was a recurrent subject of meditation, discussion and inspiration 
in the case of all these great artists: PuSkin, Dostoevskij, Solov’ev, Skrjabin 
and Ivanov. 
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